Privacy Policy

Privacy Policy
E-mail
We do not like spam any more than you do, so we will not sell or give away your e-mail address
to any other company or third party. If you use any of our contact forms to send us e-mail we
will only use your e-mail to reply to you regarding your question. Do not use the supplied
contact forms to send any privileged or confidential information. Internet messages can be
intercepted. Understand that contacting our firm does not establish an attorney-client
relationship. Our firm must observe certain formalities before agreeing to represent anyone.
Therefore, do not convey any privileged or confidential information to us unless and until a
formal attorney-client relationship is established. Unsolicited e-mails from senders other than
existing clients will not be treated as confidential.

Browser Information
We log IP addresses, which are the locations of computers or networks on the Internet, and
analyze them in order to improve the value of our site. We also collect aggregate numbers of
page hits in order to track the popularity of certain pages and improve the value of our site. We
do not gather, request, record, require, collect or track any Internet users' Personal
Information through these processes.

Cookies
We use cookies on our site to better understand how our visitors use our site. Our cookies
contain no Personal Information and are neither shared nor revealed to other sites.

You also have choices with respect to cookies. By modifying your browser preferences, you
can accept all cookies, be notified when a cookie is set, or reject all cookies. (For more
information on how to block or filter cookies, see
http://www.cookiecentral.com/faq .)
However, if you reject some or all cookies, your experience at our site and other sites
throughout the World Wide Web may not be complete. Also, you would be unable to take
advantage of personalized content delivery offered by other Internet sites or by us.
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